A simple and consistent technique for ventricular catheter insertion using a tripod.
For long-term preservation of ventriculo-peritoneal (VP) shunt function, it is essential to place the ventricular catheter tip above the foramen of Monro. But the free-hand technique for ventricular catheter passage is not consistent. Supposing that a convex of skull matches to a sphere, in which the foramen of Monro is the center, a perpendicular direction from the surface of the sphere to inside always directs toward the center. The authors identified the range of skull where corresponded to the sphere by magnetic resonance imaging assessment and utilized tripod to achieve exactly perpendicular insertion of ventricular catheter. And an optimal length of catheter insertion was investigated by navigation system. The anterior-posterior range of the spherical portion was from coronal suture to 20mm anterior, and the lateral range of it was between 15 and 35mm lateral from sagittal suture. The optimal catheter length for insertion was between 55 and 58mm from the brain surface. Ideal placement of a ventricular catheter tip was achieved in more than 90% of cases (31/34) with this technique. Tripod-guided ventricular catheter insertion is a simple and reliable method for VP shunt at any angle of head-rotation.